Copyright Statement

Copyright 2021 by the California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA). All rights reserved. Unless in conformance with the Permission to Use statement below, no part of this document may be reproduced or distributed in any form or by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of CASQA. Requests for permission should be directed to CASQA at CASQA@casqa.org.

PERMISSION TO USE

Permission granted to subscriber* by CASQA for:

1. Individual, personal electronic distribution of PDFs for the following individual uses only, not for resale:
   a. Downloading directly from CASQA;
   b. Incorporation of PDFs of best management practice (BMP) Fact Sheets into an electronic version of a regulatorily required document (e.g., SWPPP, Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program [SWAMP], Water Pollution Control Plan [WPCP]); or
   c. For submission or redistribution of an electronic version of a regulatorily required document.

2. Individual, personal paper printing of PDFs for the following individual uses only, not for resale:
   a. As a personal paper reference or
   b. For incorporation of paper versions of BMP Fact Sheets only into a paper version of a regulatorily required document (e.g., SWPPP, SWAMP, WPCP) and subsequent paper copying of that document.

3. If subscriber* is a public agency and a CASQA member, permission granted to subscriber* by CASQA for unlimited distribution of the following by the subscriber*:
   a. Section 3.1 Treatment Controls BMP Fact Sheets
   b. Section 3.2 Operational Source Controls BMP Fact Sheets
   c. This unlimited distribution permission does not include any other portion of this CASQA product beyond those portions named immediately above.

Prior written approval of CASQA is required for any other use.

RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO COMMERCIAL REPRODUCTION

Commercial revision and/or reproduction of individual or multiple copies, or portions thereof, is strictly prohibited without the prior written approval of CASQA. Requests for permission should be directed to CASQA at CASQA@casqa.org.

* Subscriber – Individual or organization that purchases and receives this CASQA product directly from CASQA. Individuals or organizations that receive this CASQA product other than directly from CASQA are not considered subscribers as the term is used in this Copyright Statement.